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LND is a professional manufacturer of 12000BPH Automatic Bottled Water Production 
Line in China. A complete bottled water production line include: Water treatment system, 
Automatic bottle blowing machine, 3 in1 filling machine, Automatic sleeve labeling 
machine, laser marking machine, Automatic PE-shrink wrapping packing machine. 
 

Specification for each Item 

Part One: Water Treatment System 
Reverse Osmosis is an equipment to purify the saltine water with the action of pressure 
difference of semi permeable membrane. It is effective with asbestos, many taste, colour 
and odour producing chemicas, particulates, total dissolved solids, turbidity and radium. 
RO system is widely used in water supply treatment, purification for tap water, seawater 
and brackish water, pure water and ultrapure drinking water production, power stations, 
electronic industries, and medical treatment. It is capable of removing 99% of total 
dissolved solids (TDS), 99% of organic, including pyrogens, and 99% of all bacteria in the 
feed water. 

 

12000BPH Automatic Bottled Water 
Production Line 

 LND is a professional manufacturer of 12000BPH 

Automatic Bottled Water Production Line in China. 

We have been specialized in12000BPH Automatic 

Bottled Water Production Line solution for 12 years. 

We are providing most reliable quality machinery 

with reasonable and competitive price. We will be 

your long term cooperation partner in China. 
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Part Two : Automatic Bottle Blow Molding Machine 
Fully servo high-speed blow molding machine 

 
Fully-automatic preform-unscrambled and preform-loading structure, which no only 
achieve faster and high-efficient preform-unscrambled and preform-loading, but also 
improving the stability of the whole machine running process. There is a sensor installed 
in the preform down-track, when the preform track lack of preform, the preform will be 
delivered into the preform-unscrambled system from the hopper automatically. And the 
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one-way preform-inserted design can solve the preform-blocked and preform abrasion 
problem. 

 
 
Part Three: 12,000B/H 3 In 1 Filling Machine: 
Automatic machine for bottle washing filling and capping, with 24 washing chucks, 24 
filling valve and 6 capping heads, production capacity for 500ml mineral water is 12000 -
13000 bottles per hour. The available bottle sizes for this machine are 300ml – 2000ml. 
Technical parameter: 
1.1) Capacity: 
12,000B/H(500ml) 
1.2) Air consumption: 0.8M3/min.; Air pressure:0.7 Mpa. 
1.3) Water consumption for washing bottles:1.5T/H; Washing pressure:0.2-0.25Mpa. 
1.4) Total capacity of motor: 7KW;380V,50Hz. 
1.5) Overall dimension(mm):2900*2200*2600(L*W*H: mm). 
1.6) Weight: 4000KG. 
1.7) Suitable bottle size:φ50-89,height:190-320(mm). 
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Part Four: Automatic Sleeve Labeling Machine: 
Feature: 
1.1) Automatic functions: delivering bottle, classifying bottle, label sleeving and label 
shrinking. 
1.2)High speed, precise positioning, saving labor and perfect labeling. 
1.3) PLC control, touch screen operate. 
Picture: 

4.1) Automatic labeling machine: 4.2) Label installed: 
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4.3) Shrinking-oven& steam generator: 

 

4.4) PVC label 

 

 
Part Five: D5300 Laser Marking Machine 
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Machine Introduction 
5300/5303 CO2 laser marking system is the newest product from Guangzhou Sunine 
laser Technology Co.Ltd. It’s specially designed for the industrial product packing. It is 
the best succedaneum of the ink-jet printer system. The product own the following 
advantages: 
* Small in size with the integrated touch screen 
* High speed flying marking system 
* Raster font, vector font for choosing 
* No limiting characters in the working area 
* Economical and low maintenance cost 
We import advanced foreign technical and parts to keep the machine’s competitiveness. 
Such as generating laser and the lens, which can meet almost marking need. The 
machine is small size so it takes small space. Widely used in food& beverage ,medicine 
cosmetics industry and garment industry. 
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Part Six: Automatic PE film packing machine: 

 

Suitable for the package of bottled water , beverage, household, electric appliances, 
electrical units, floor boards, pottery and so on. 
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Packing parameter: 

3.1) Max wrapping size: L400×W300×H400 m) (m. 
3.2) Sealing knife length: 700mm. 
3.3) Shrinking temperature: 130 – 260°C. 
3.4) Shrinking time: 0-6 seconds. 
3.5) Thermal seal cutting temperature: 150 – 200°C. 
3.6) Max packing speed: 10-15 bags/min 
3.7) Bottles:350/500/550/600ML, big bag:4×6，4×5 ;small bag:3×4，3×5. 
3.8) Bottles:1L／1.5L／2L／2.5L, big bag:3×3，3×4;small bag:2×2，2×3. 
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